
WEDDING CAKE GUIDE
An in-depth guide to ordering your wedding cake with BakeBella

Congratulations!

Why should I choose BakeBella &
how much notice do you need?

Firstly, congratulations on your engagement! If you have

received this guide it's probably because you have chosen

your wedding date, secured your venue and started

exploring all those finer details that go into planning a

wedding. I am super happy to confirm the availability for

your wedding date in my diary and now it's time to sample

some cake, design your dream wedding cake and get you

booked in!

this guide will take you through the ordering process

and hopefully answer any other questions you may have.

My cakes are never rushed and I create every single cake

to a professional, high-quality finish. I hand-make all

sugar decorations to your personal specification, baking

every cake from scratch and fresh to order, all with

meticulous attention to detail. I focus more on quality

rather than quantity which is why I only take on 1-2 orders

per week.

due to my weekly limit, I always recommend booking your

cake as early as possible to ensure your date isn't taken

by another couple. 6 months notice should secure you a

date in my diary although many couples will book up to 18

months in advance.

HOW DOES THE PROCESS WORK?

Life can be hectic (even before a global pandemic struck)

and that is why I have now moved the entire process of

discussing, designing and ordering your wedding cake

online.

BakeBella is a one-woman business and to fulfil my ever-

busy diary and the meet the needs of all my wedding

couples, I have found it most efficient using email to

discuss all aspects of your cake. Using this online-based

approach not only allows me sufficient time to spend on

each one of my couples but most importantly provides me

with valuable time in the kitchen to work on your cake

creations and make sure they look absolutely perfect on

your wedding day!



SO, WHERE DO WE START?

We will start off by discussing the basics such as guest

numbers, tier arrangements, colour palettes, themes, style

of cake (naked, semi-naked, buttercream, iced etc.. .) in

addition to your venue. I will also ask you to take a look

online to find some cake inspo which showcases the style of

cake you would like.

Pinterest and Instagram are both fantastic resources for

cake inspo and you can send me as many examples or

Pinterest board invites as you like!

I do encourage and prefer not to copy another cake

decorator's design but we can most definitely use any

examples you provide to influence the overall design and

style of your cake.

Once I have a good idea of the design and size I will

calculate your base quote - this will outline the initial cost

of your cake and also include your delivery & setup fee. 

If this quote suits your budget we will then book you in for

a cake tasting box.

HOW DOES CAKE TASTING WORK?

HOW MUCH DOES A CAKE TASTING
BOX COST?

cake tasting is one of the most exciting parts of

designing your wedding cake - let's be honest, who isn't

going to enjoy having an excuse to indulge in several

slices of freshly baked cake all in one sitting?

I create and bake my delicious cake tasting boxes fresh

to order and each box now contains 6 different cake

slices of your choice from my Wedding Flavours Menu.

packaged in letterbox-friendly packaging, I send all

cake tasting boxes by Royal Mail tracked 24 service so

you should receive your box the very next day!

Cake tasting boxes are charged at £34 per box but if you

enjoy your samples and decide you would like me to be

your wedding cake supplier I will deduct 50% of your

tasting box from your final balance as a little thank you

for supporting a small independent business.

wondering why I don't deduct the entire value of your

box? As much as I would love to, unfortunately, baking

ingredients, packaging, postage and my time aren't cheap.

Although I am happy to cover the costs for my time I do

believe it is fair to keep a fraction back to simply cover

those other costs. 



HOW DO I ORDER A CAKE TASTING
BOX?

If you would like to order a cake tasting box just let me

know! I currently send out boxes every 2-4 months

depending on my workload so I will provide you with my next

available postage dates and you can choose which one suits

best.

You will be emailed an invoice and your box will not be

added to my diary until payment is received. Preferred

payment method is online bank transfer, however, if you

prefer to pay online via credit or debit card I do accept

both at a small charge to cover transaction fees. You can

find further details regarding payments in the Payment info

section on page 12.

Once you payment is received I shall email your receipt for

your records and add your box to my diary. Whilst you are

waiting for your box to arrive your wedding date will be

pencilled in my diary, however, please note your date will

not be secure and I can still provide cake quotes for your

wedding date to other couples who may enquire.

If you would like to secure your date in my diary prior to

sampling the cakes a Save the Date Deposit will be required.

SAVE THE DATE!

We have discussed your initial wedding cake requirements,

you may have tasted the cakes and now you would like to

go ahead and officially book your wedding cake with me

OR maybe you would like to secure your date in my diary

before it goes - so how do you save your date?

Unlike several other cake suppliers who charge a non-

refundable deposit of 50% of the total cake order, I

simply require a £100 Save the Date Deposit to secure

your date and order in my diary. This deposit is non-

refundable, non-transferable and once paid initiates a

formal contract between us so your wedding date will

no longer be available to any other couples.

Why is my Save the Date Deposit non-refundable?

This £100 deposit not only secures your date and order in

my diary; it covers the loss of business incurred by

having to turn away several other couples looking to

book your date. this payment also covers the time I have

already spent discussing your requirements as well as

the time I will continue to spend creating and sketching

your cake designs, further emails and other admin tasks.

Why is my Save the Date Deposit non-transferable?

As mentioned previously, dates get booked up incredibly

quickly during the wedding season so I am working

solidly every week. I am unable to transfer your order to

another date because, very simply, it is unlikely that I

will have that date available. If you find your wedding

being impacted by a global pandemic however, I do have

some exceptions in place which can be found in the

Weddings & Global Pandemics section of this guide.

How do I Pay my Save the Date Deposit?

To pay your Save the Date Deposit I will create an invoice

which will include your wedding date, a brief description

of your wedding cake (if exact details are yet to be

confirmed) and the £100 due. If you are wanting to save

your date at the same time as ordering a cake tasting box

I can combine both into 1 invoice to avoid you having to

make 2 separate payments.

Your invoice will be emailed to you and once received you

will have 3 days to make payment until I re-open your

date and make it available to other couples. You will

find your deposit due date outlined on your invoice.

as soon as your Save the Date Deposit has been received

we shall then work together to finalise the perfect cake

design for your big day!



DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING CAKE

Now you have officially saved your wedding date we shall

concentrate on your cake design. 

Using the cake inspo I asked you to collect earlier on in

our discussions, I will sketch up a design or two (if needed)

which will help you and your partner to visualise what

your wedding cake will look like. Using this sketch as a

starting point we will work together to tweak and adjust

all those little details until you are completely happy!

If you are opting for a naked|semi-naked|buttercream cake

then sometimes sketches aren't required as they will look

very close to the inspo cakes.

Once your design is done I will confirm any price

adjustments before typing up your order. This form will

include all details regarding your wedding cake as well as

your contact details, venue details and more. It will also

include your Final Balance and the date it is due so you can

set a reminder in your diary or on your mobile for nearer

the time.

Now you can sit back and relax until closer to your big day

- well when I say relax I mean do all the other hundreds of

little things probably still on your wedding to-do

checklist!

8 WEEKS BEFORE YOUR WEDDING...

This is when I shall get in touch just to make sure that

you are still happy with everything. If colour-matching

this is when I will ask you to post any colour/fabric

swatches to me so they arrive within plenty of time for me

to use.

I will contact your venue to confirm setup times for the

day and make sure they have all the required information

from me (ingredients lists, certificate of insurance etc,,). I

will also get in touch with your florist if we are using

fresh flowers in your design to coincide our delivery and  

setup times.

8 weeks before your wedding is also when your Final

Balance will be due.

WHY IS MY FINAL BALANCE DUE SO
FAR IN ADVANCE?

I ask for your Final balance to be paid 8 weeks prior to

your wedding date to allow sufficient time to order in the

required ingredients and supplies. Due to Covid-19 and

Brexit, cake decorators are finding it hard to source

supplies and these shortages can cause issues. It is, for

this reason, I require your Final balance to be paid this

far in advance so it allows ample time for stock to be

replenished and arrive in time for me to create your cake

as the design we agreed. 



THE WEEK OF YOUR WEDDING...

This is the week where I will be super busy baking your cake

tiers, filling them with lots of delicious curds, conserves

and buttercream, ganaching, rolling out sugarpaste,

smoothing, creating sharp edges, meticulously hand creating

any sugarflowers or sugar ruffles and more to construct

your wedding cake!

On average, a 3 tier wedding cake will take me around 30

hours to create from start to finish. Highly intricate

designs will take much longer and I won't lie to you, you'll

probably find me working at 9pm on a Friday evening

sometimes but luckily I ADORE what I do so the late nights

are always worth it!

THE DAY OF YOUR WEDDING!

On the day of your wedding I will aim to deliver your

wedding cake to you venue usually between 10-11am (venue

depending) which usually allows plenty of time for your

venue to prepare the placement of your cake table and

have it ready for me to setup as soon as I arrive. If you

are getting married in the evening, or having any style of

buttercream cake, I will deliver and set up your cake a

little later in the afternoon at a suitable time agreed

with your venue to avoid any risk of damage.

I personally delivery and set up all of my wedding cakes

to ensure your cake arrives safely and is also displayed

perfectly. 

Once setup I will take photos of your cake and also

record some short videos snippets to feature on my social

media. Don't worry, I never post your wedding cake on my

socials until a few days after your wedding so there are

zero spoilers!

WHAT ABOUT CAKE TOPPERS?

Cake toppers are the perfect finishing touch for most

wedding cakes and they are a fabulous way to add a

personal touch to your design.

I do not make or supply cake toppers (unless they are

sugarflowers/modelled characters) but I work closely

with Kirsty who runs Flutterbeeze. I can work with Kirsty

to create the perfect topper for your design and simply

add the cost onto your Final Balance. The topper will be

sent straight to me so I have it ready to add to your cake.

If you source your own topper then I will happily add this

to your cake during the setup at your venue but please

double check sizes with me first! ask your venue or Event

Coordinator to leave your topper on your cake table

ready for my arrival on your wedding day.



It is worth noting that if you are choosing a naked, semi-

naked or buttercream design these are usually

transported in their individual tiers and stacked on site. 

These styles are incredibly fragile compared to

sugarpaste (fondant) cakes and the risk of movement and

damage during transit is much higher.

To keep all risk of damage to a minimum (and manage my

stress levels) I prefer to assemble these cakes onsite at

your venue.

Any sugarpaste cakes of more than 3 tiers will also

require completion at your venue for the same reason.

DELIVERY & SETUP

It is incredibly important to me that your wedding cake

arrives at your venue in perfect condition which is why I

always recommend paying the additional cost for my

Delivery & Setup Service. The same level of care and

attention that goes into the making of your cake is also

put into the safe transporting of your cake too!

British roads are terrible not to mention the growing

number of large potholes, unexpected sharp turns and

quite often the speed bumps in the lead up to many wedding

venues.

With my Delivery & Setup service, I always have a cake

repair kit with me so in the very unlikely event that your

cake does need some patching up this will be included.

HOW MUCH DOES DELIVERY & SETUP
COST?

The cost of my Delivery & Setup service is calculated on a

number of factors:

- Location of your venue

- Total distance covered (to and from your venue)

- Amount of assembling required on-site (E.g. stacking tiers)

- Amount of decoration required on-site (E.g. fresh flowers)

- Amount of time to carry out all the above

Prices will be calculated on your exact specifications but

as a guide:

- For a 3 tiered sugarpaste cake delivered to a venue 10     

  miles from Wokingham which requires no assembling and 

  no decoration = from £35

- For a 3 tiered semi-naked cake delivered to a venue 10

  miles from Wokingham which requires assembling and 

  decorating with fresh flowers = from £55

I strongly advise against transporting your own wedding

cake, it simply isn't worth the stress and I cannot be held

responsible for any damage that occurs once your cake has

left my premises.



Sadly, some flowers are toxic and may contain harmful

pesticides which are obviously not recommended for cake

decoration.

We definitely can't use delphiniums, some lilies, or ivy and

there are several others that should not be in direct

contact with food. your florist should be able to advise

you further so please take advantage of their knowledge

and expertise to guarantee the safety of you and your

wedding guests.

When it comes to safety sealing, I prefer to use a food-

grade florist tape which I wrap around every single stem

before positioning and inserting into your cake. If your

design requires some larger flowers they may require

some internal support via a florist wire being thread

through the stem and bud prior to wrapping.

As you can imagine, safety sealing flowers can be time-

consuming especially if you choose a design with a lot of

fresh flower décor, so Delivery & Setup costs will be

higher for these cake designs.

CAN I HAVE FRESH FLOWERS &
FOLIAGE ON MY CAKE?

Yes, and they always look absolutely stunning! 

The use of fresh flowers and foliage on wedding cakes are

a beautiful option especially for those opting for a naked,

semi-naked or buttercream cake. The addition of fresh

flowers/foliage to sugarpaste cakes can also soften a

design and add a delicate touch but there are definitely a

few things you should know.

Firstly, you will order the flowers/foliage directly with

your wedding florist so that the cake flowers match all of

your wedding flowers. I am more than happy to liaise with

your florist to discuss how many stems are required and

make sure we are on the same page in terms of design and

arrangements.

Each and every stem going into your cake will need to be

safety sealed. It is actually a health and safety risk to

insert an uncovered stem into consumables and why would

you want to ruin a delicious cake by contaminating the

flavour?

One last (and important) thing to consider is their shelf

life. Once cut, fresh flowers are on borrowed time and

can start to wilt rather quickly especially on a hot day,

I always try to coincide the delivery and set up of your

cake with the arrival of your florist. This way the

flowers go onto your cake when they are at their

absolute freshest but it is important to bear wilting

petals in mind when choosing your cake flowers. 

Your florist should be able to recommend the best

varieties for durability and you can ask your venue to

place your cake table in a more suitable area away from

windows where direct sunlight will hit, or near a

radiator etc.. .



Naked and semi-naked cakes are best eaten within 2 days

of your wedding as they have either no, or very little,

icing around them to prevent the sponge from drying out.

Cakes iced in buttercream should keep for 3-4 days after

being cut and sugarpaste cakes will keep for 6-7 days.

All cakes should be kept at cool room temperature prior

to cutting but not in a fridge. Wrap any leftover cake in

clingfilm and store in an airtight container.

my cakes are always baked fresh which means you are

able to freeze any leftover cake and enjoy it for up to

3 months after your wedding. The best way to do this is

to portion out of the rest of your cake, wrap each slice

individually in clingfilm and pop in your freezer.

DO ALL CAKE TIERS NEED TO BE THE
SAME FLAVOUR?

Not at all! In fact, I don't think I have ever made a wedding

cake that was all just one flavour.

Each and every tier can be a different flavour and I

definitely encourage you to have a selection so there is a

flavour for everyone to enjoy.

Most of my couples will choose their favourite flavour for

the biggest tier and then work their way up, but hey, it's

your wedding cake - if you LOVE chocolate and want an all-

chocolate cake then go for it! 

You can view the flavours I offer over on the Cake Menu

page of my website if I haven't sent you the pdf version via

email yet.

(P.s. my chocolate cake is actually a firm favourite with all

my previous couples)

Sadly, I cannot decorate a cake that has been baked by

someone else or a cake that has been baked in a kitchen

that is not mine. It is against Food Hygiene & Safety

regulations for me to decorate a cake someone else has

baked as I simply cannot guarantee what is inside the cake

(i.e. allergens). 

I would not be covered by my insurance if something were

to go wrong e.g. one of your guests were to have an

allergic reaction.

If you would like to feature a cake a family member or

friend has baked I would advise your venue first and opt

to display as a separate cake alongside you main cake on

your cake table. 

HOW LONG WILL MY WEDDING CAKE
LAST?

WILL YOU DECORATE A CAKE MY
RELATIVE HAS BAKED?



DO YOU MAKE CAKES FOR SPECIAL
DIETS & ALLERGIES?

Yes, I can cater to those who emit certain ingredients due to

lifestyle or very mild intolerances, however, if you or a

guest are highly allergic to any of the 14 allergens listed

below I would suggest looking for a supplier who

specialises in free-from cakes only.

- Cereals containing gluten

- Eggs

- Milk

- Lupin Flour

- Fish

- Crustaceans

- Molluscs

- Sesame seeds or paste

- Soya

- Tree Nuts (except coconut)

- Peanuts

- Mustard

- Celery

- Sulphur Dioxide (above 10mg/kg)

Although I am incredibly conscious about cross-

contamination and allergy awareness my premises is not a

certified free-from kitchen so I am unable to 100%

guarantee that there will be no traces as a good handful

of the above allergens are handled in my kitchen on a

regular basis.

If you require a free-from cake for the permitted options

above I will ask you to sign an Allergy/Free-From Disclaimer

at the time of placing your order for health, safety and

legal purposes.

It is vital that you inform me of any allergies that you or

your guests may have before ordering your cake.

WEDDING CAKE PORTION GUIDE

Your cake will usually be cut into 1 x 1 x 5 inch slices

which is the standard portion size for a wedding cake.

It is definitely worth noting that my cakes tend to stand

between 5-6 inches tall as standard depending on the

cake flavours and fillings.

The size guide found on the wedding cake section of my

website will give you a very good idea of the tier

arrangements that will best suit your wedding numbers

and these numbers do allow for some cutting errors

just in case.

Your venue will most likely be very used to cutting a

wedding cake but I always provide a complimentary cake

cutting guide when I deliver and set up your cake so you

can be sure you receive the correct number of servings. 

This guide can also be emailed to your venue beforehand

if required.



Yes, you can!

Adding dummy tiers is a great way to add extra tiers and

height to your cake design without the need for

additional cake that may go to waste.

Pleas bear in mind that the majority of the time involved

is in the decoration, therefore, the price of the cake

although not quite as expensive as a cake tier will still

have a significant cost.

Do let me know if a dummy tier is of interest and I can

provide some pricing for you.

DO YOU PROVIDE CAKE STANDS?

CAN I HAVE A DUMMY CAKE TIER?

Unfortunately, the only cake stands I have available

currently are those for cupcakes. I am currently sourcing

a selection of bespoke stands and props to add that extra

wow factor to your cake table but this is a work in

progress.

You will usually find that your venue or Event Planner

will be able to help you find a suitable cake stand to

display your wedding cake on but please remember to

check with me regarding the size of the cake drum your

cake will sit on so that the stand is the correct size!

WHAT IS A CUTTING CAKE?

A cutting cake is a basic iced cake to provide additional

servings. It is usually kept in the kitchen or in another

room to your main cake but is cut at the same time.

Perhaps you have your heart set on a 3 tier wedding cake

but the guest servings you require are too big for this

arrangement. A cutting cake can make up the numbers and

decorated in a simple way that matches your main cake so

your guests are unaware that their slice of cake may not

actually be from the wedding cake itself.

There are times when going too large with a tier

arrangement can affect the delicate nature of a design

so the use of a cutting cake is particularly great to

allow you to go smaller with the your main cake but

still provide the same amount of servings.

The cost of a cutting cake won't be quite as expensive as

adding an extra tier to your main cake as the decoration

will be simplified, however, do remember it will still

require ingredients and the time to bake, fill and ice.



HOW MUCH WILL MY WEDDING CAKE
COST?

This is probably THE number one question I receive on a

weekly basis and I completely understand that to those

not in the cake industry it is a bit of a tricky subject to

understand.

The short answer is - it depends on what you would like.

The number of tiers, the size of the tiers, how much cake

you need, where your wedding venue is and most

importantly (in terms of how much the cost will be

affected) how much detail is in the design.

Example:

A simple 3 tier cake iced in white sugarpaste with a satin

ribbon trim to serve approx. 120 guests could cost around

£375 (depending on the size of the tiers). The same cake

with handmade sugar flower decoration and a bottom tier

covered in sugar ruffles would cost more like £750.

Why? Quite simply, it takes DOUBLE the amount of time to

create.

Every single flower and sugar ruffle you see on my cakes

is made by hand and it takes a lot of time. So, essentially

you are paying in large part for my time - and of course,

my 17 years of expertise.

I encourage every couple to appreciate that you aren't

paying for "just a cake" - there are a lot of other costs

that go into running BakeBella just like any other

business. My working hours, delivery driving, running a

website and custom email domain, branded stationary,

electricity.. . the list goes on. It truly is a million miles

away from simply adding up the cost of some eggs, flour

and sugar.

Before you set yourself a cake budget have a look

around, do some research and have a think about what

sort of cake you would like. If you want something simple

and rustic you now know the cost will be less than an

intricate iced cake.

My key piece of advice - set a realistic budget.

If a cake supplier quotes you £200 for a 4 tier

extravagant masterpiece please be wary. The quality will

likely be nowhere near that of the original cake image

you have given them. Remember, you are paying for a cake

maker's skills when you order a bespoke cake and we

have spent several years perfecting our skills to create

these stunning centrepieces that look just like the cake

design we created and sketched out for you,

Each wedding cake regardless of size or design receives

my full attention and therefore my prices will always

reflect the personal and premium service I offer to

every one of my wedding couples. I will always try to

cater to different budgets so if we are yet to discuss

options to suit your affordability requirements please

don't hesitate to ask!



PAYMENT INFO (THE IMPORTANT BIT)

 £34 Cake Tasting Box

 £100 Save the Date Deposit

 Your Final Balance

Throughout the process of ordering your wedding cake

with BakeBella, you will be required to make 3 payments:

1.

2.

3.

The preferred payment method for all payments is via

online bank transfer - this is the quickest and incurs no

additional fees. You will be provided with my account

details on your invoice and order forms and your bank will

be able to verify my account when you enter in the

required account details.

I can accept online debit and credit card payments via a

secure online payment portal but to cover transaction

fees I do have to charge a flat rate 1.5% fee.

Paying online via debit or credit card will incur a delay of

up to 10 working days until I receive payment. If you wish to

pay your Final balance this way I do recommend making

your payment at least 10 days before your balance due

date to ensure it reaches me on time.

No matter the payment method, if your payments are

delayed this may cause issues with the posting of your Cake

Tasting Box, your wedding date being lost, or a late fee

added to your Final balance.

Late fees will contribute to the cost of higher-priced

postage options to ensure the supplies for your cake

arrive in time. Late fees are charged at £1.50 per day that

exceeds your balance due date.

You are free to cancel your cake order for any reason

at any time, all I ask is that you provide me with as much

notice as possible so I can re-open your date to other

couples.

If you do decide to cancel please understand that your

£100 Save the Date Deposit will not be refunded as

outlined in the Save the Date section on page 3.

If you wish to cancel your cake order within the last 8

weeks of your wedding date I may also request a

percentage of your Final Balance to cover any

ingredients, supplies or labour costs - this will depend

on the notice given and how much progress has already

been made on your order.

In the very unlikely event that I have to cancel your

order for any reason, then I will give you as much notice

as possible, discuss the matter with you and try to agree

a suitable alternative. If you do not wish to accept the

suggested alternative, then I will refund the full cost

to you.

WHAT IF I NEED TO CANCEL MY
ORDER?



CAN I MAKE AMENDMENTS TO MY
CAKE?

I will always try to accommodate any changes you would

like to make to your wedding cake but I do ask that any

changes or alterations are requested when I contact you 8

weeks prior to your wedding date OR before. 

Any changes requested within the 8 week period could be

too late especially if additional, or different, ingredients

or supplies are needed to make the alterations.

It is also worth noting that some changes may alter the

original cost of your cake and any price adjustments will

be added or deducted to/from your Final Balance.

Unfortunately, face-to-face consultations are not

something I am currently able to offer due to the

incredibly high number of postponed wedding cakes I have

booked in my diary caused by the pandemic and how

greatly it affected the wedding industry.

As mentioned previously, my working weeks are pretty

much non-stop and I work Monday to Sunday, morning to

evening when wedding season is in full swing so finding

the time for one-on-one consultations is near impossible.

Everything that would be discussed at a consultation can

be done via email but the plus side is that both parties

have a paper trail of every little detail so nothing will

get lost or misinterpreted. Another bonus is that you

won't have to awkwardly eat your cake samples in front

of me which for many couples can be particularly off-

putting especially when I am unable to offer you a glass

of prosecco to wash them down with!

If you do want to see my face to know that I am a real

person then please do follow me over on Instagram

(@bakebellauk) because I quite often pop onto stories to

show everyone what I'm up to.

CAN I VISIT YOU FOR A
CONSULTATION?

CAN I CALL YOU TO DISCUSS MY
CAKE INSTEAD?

I As much as I love a natter, especially about cake, over

the 17 years I have been running a cake business trying to

order a cake over the phone has been a difficult process.

Quite often details will be unintentionally misinterpreted

and It's worth knowing that I am unable to provide a quote

on the spot as each cake requires individual calculations.

It is very important for both parties to have a written

paper trail of every little detail that is discussed to

ensure that nothing is missed or forgotten. Plus visual

aids that cannot be used over the phone are a huge help

when it comes to understanding the style of cake you are

wanting.



ARE YOU A REGISTERED BUSINESS?

Yes, I am registered with Wokingham Borough Council and

hold a Food Hygiene Rating of 5 (very good).

I have my Level 2 Food Safety & Hygiene for Catering

certificate and have completed training for food handling

during Covid-19.

I also hold business insurance of up to £5,000,000 which is

a supplier requirement for most wedding venues in the UK.

We all had to get used to living in a global pandemic

which, let's face it, wasn't particularly easy. Sadly,

weddings were amongst those events most affected by

Covid-19 and the ever-changing restrictions enforced by

the Government.

If you place your wedding cake order with me and find

your wedding is later impacted by Covid-19 (or another

pandemic) please do not worry - I have since created a

Covid-19 policy to ensure everything is handled in a way

that is as stress-free and fair for parties.

Wait & See:

If the Government restrictions change but your wedding

day is still a few months away you will have the chance

to wait and see IF you want to. The 8 weeks before your

wedding criteria we'll be reduced to 4 weeks to allow

us a bit of extra time to see if things change and your

wedding could go ahead.

A New Date:

All couples who want to postpone can do so. You can

move your cake order to a new date that I have

available, whether that's in a few months time or next

year. There will be no charge for choosing a new date

and your order form will be updated with the new date,

your Save the Date Deposit will be valid for your new

date and your Final Balance date will be amended to

reflect your new wedding date.

Downsize:

Perhaps we designed your cake based on 100 guests but

now you can only have 30 - no problem. I will adjust

your cake design to cater for your new numbers and

the difference in price will be deducted from your

final balance.

Cancel:

If you don't want to postpone your wedding cake or you

have already postponed a number of times and have

lost hope for the time being then, of course, you do

have the option to cancel.

WEDDINGS DURING A GLOBAL
PANDEMIC (COVID-19)

Before cancelling I do ask you to take into consideration

that I am a self-employed cake decorator therefore my

business would (and has been) affected just as much as your

wedding plans. No weddings = no income.

Your Save the Date Deposit secures your date in my diary and

it also covers the loss of business incurred by having to

turn away other couples wanting to book your wedding

date. The payment also covers my time creating and

sketching your cake design(s) on top of the hours put into

emails and other admin tasks.



Although it would not be your fault that your wedding

could not go ahead as planned, it wouldn't be mine either

and the CMA would class the contract between us as

"frustrated". The CMA state that I have the right to with

hold certain amounts relating to expenses that have

already incurred in respect of your wedding.

I would have carried out those tasks above and kept your

wedding date available for you. It is, for this reason, that

your non-refundable Save the Date Deposit would NOT be

refunded. 

If you had paid your Final Balance then any ingredients or

supplies that couldn't be used for another order would be

deducted from your payment to cover costs and the

remainder of your payment WOULD be refunded.

It is vital that you understand these policy conditions

prior to booking your wedding cake as your Save the Date

deposit forms a formal contract between us.

If you have any questions regarding this section of the

guide please do not hesitate to ask!

Congratulations! You have made it to the end!

I hope this guide has provided you with the information

and answers to any questions that you may have had

about ordering your wedding cake with BakeBella.

If there are any questions that I haven't answered please

do let me know so I can provide an answer and also add

it to this guide for my future wedding couples.

I sincerely hope that you will choose me to be your

wedding cake supplier and I very much look forward to

discussing all of your cake ideas and requirements with

you to ensure you have the dream cake for your special

day!

Abby x

...AND THAT IS IT!

DON'T FORGET TO FOLLOW ME
ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

Instagram @bakebellauk

Facebook @bakebellauk

 

For more cake photos with guide prices just

head to my website!

 

www.bakebella.co.uk

 


